IIS Interoperability Testing Update

- Nathan Bunker reported on progress of testing with IIS.
- Total number of IIS agreeing to provide a direct connection: 26
- IIS should sign up for project to get feedback on their HL7 interface

Addendum 1.5 Update

- Craig Newman reported on addendum updates for the CDC Implementation Guide release 1.5
- Discussed PID-10 and PID-22
- Discussed new code for ERR-2, “Application Error” 999
- Will be ready by end of July

SISC Update

- Mary Woinarowicz provided update

Training Topic: Securing HL7 Messages (part 2)

- Kevin Snow gave training presentation
- See slides for details

Discussion Items

- Question about certification if bad messages that are rejecting: how to sandbox them
- Discussion on MSH-22 and initiating org
- Discussion on MSH-4 and 22 – Rob Savage has documented. Also discussion about RXA-11.4 where the identity is found. Not on this website, place information on AIRA website.
- Effective communication with HIE and EHR

Wrap Up

- Reminder: Next meeting will be on August 13th at 2:00 ET